
Top Selling Hardware for
T51000 and ZX81

BestSelling
Software

Gladstone
Professional
KEYBOARD
& CASE
$129."
A full sized professional keyboard for
TS1000/ZX81. Features 47 keys and a full-
sized space bar. Connects to the TS1000/
ZX81 with no soldering required, via a plug-in
flexible connector. Expansion devices (i.e.
RAM packs etc.) connect to the TS1000/
ZX81 edge -connector which extends from the
rear of the cabinet.

That's right. 64K RAM for your Timex
Sinclair, for $159.95! Increased production
allows lower price on this American made
quality RAM pack. 64K expands the capacity of
the TS1000 to its maximum, enabling longer
programs and greater databases. Completely
reliable, and warranted for 6 months.

 American made  keycap legends will NOT
wear out

 Keys with life rated at 20 MILLION cycles
Keyboard and metal case both for
$129.95 (K71)

Gladstone

64K
RAM
$159.95

Precision tooling of the case with a close
cosmetic match to the finish of the Timex
Sinclair computer. Gladstone's 64K RAM
adds programming power to the already
powerful Timex Sinclair TS1000.
G64 $159.95

$119

ZX
PRINTER

The finishing touch to a Timex Sinclair
computer system. The ZX Printer offers full
alphanumerics and highly sophisticated
graphics.
A special feature is COPY, which prints out
exactly what is on the whole TV screen without
the need for further instructions.
At last you can have a hard copy of your
program listings - particularly useful when
writing or editing programs.
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And of course you can print out your results for
permanent records or sending to a friend.
Printing speed is 50 characters per second,
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per
vertical inch.
The ZX Printer connects to the rear of your
computer - using a stackable connector so
you can plus in a RAM pack as well. A roll of
paper (65 ft long x 4 in wide) is supplied, along
with full instructions. S70 $119.95

ZX FORTH
FORM is an interactive. compiled language that
expands the capabilities of the TS1000 and ZX81. It
has the simplicity of BASIC but runs up to ten times
faster! FORTH'S most distinctive feature is its
flexibility. Its unit is the WORD. The programmer can
use existing WORDS to define new ones. ZX FORTH
has over 250 commands and occupies only 6K of
memory. Z43 $39.95

FASTLOAD
An incredible breakthrough in TS1000 and ZX81
software development. Enables you to load and save
programs up to 6 times faster than normal. You can
easily convert your existing programs into new I.P.S.
FASTLOAD programs. And unlike other systems. NO
ADDITIONAL HARDWARE is required!
FASTLOAD has won rave reviews from users, and has
proven to be exceptionally reliable in test after test.
Occupies only 1 2K of memory. Z61 $24.95

ZX Assembler
This Machine Code program occupies 7K of memory
and locates itself at the top of memory. The program is
a full Editor Assembler and Monitor. Labels may be
used instead of any string. The features include Line
Insertion. Delete. Insert Characters. Auto Repeat on all
keys. The monitor has facilities to inspect memory.
registers and run machine code programs. Z40 $19.95

Machine Code Monitor and
Disassembler
ZXBUG is a powerful tool for machine language
programming. It is 4K long and uses memory from
71E0 to top memory. ZX BUG works in hexadecimal
(base 16). not decimal. so all addresses are a maximum
of 4 Hex bits long. Provides a total of 28 commands.
Z41 $19.95

Top S'e/ling

Games
ZX Scramble You are flying into the heart of
alien territory. They repond with missiles and flying
bombs. Destroy them before they destroy you!
Z90 $19.95

Trader A trilogy of 16K programmes that combine
to give an epic 48K graphic adventure. As a galactic
trader, you deal with some very bizarre customers
indeed. Will you live to tell the tale?
PIO $24.95

Galaxy Invaders Another arcade classic.
masterfully translated to the TS1000 and ZX81.
Protect your seven lives against fleets of hostile
invaders. Fast. exciting and unpredictable. Z91 $19.95

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$40.00* FREE Software
with purchase of Sinclair ZX81 Personal Computer!
With your purchase you will receive FREE
 Pac Rabbit - and arcade classic game
 Home Money Manager - a complete
home budgeting system

includes TWO Software cassettes!
 Suggested retail value.
Requires memory expansion module

$99.95

16K RAM Module $59.95

For orders, call toll free
1.800-268-3640

Have your VISA or MASTERCARD ready!

In Ont. (416) 787.1448
For further information

GLaDSTOIl&i:,',-ELECTROTIICS
1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7

Store hrs: Mon. through Sat. 9 am to 6 pm. Thurs. until 9 pm
Mail orders accepted

Circle No. 33 on Reader Service Card.


